Sustainable Supply Chain (SSC) management aims at integrating economic, environmental and social goals to assist in the long-term planning of a company and its supply chains. There is no consensus in the literature as to whether social and environmental responsibilities are profit-compatible. However, the conflicting nature of these goals is explicit when considering specific assessment measures and, in this scenario, multi-objective optimization is a way to represent problems that simultaneously optimize the goals. This paper proposes a Lagrangian matheuristic method, called AugMathLagr, to solve a hard and relevant multi-objective problem found in the literature. AugMathLagr was extensively tested using artificial instances defined by a generator presented in this paper. The results show a competitive performance of AugMathLagr when compared with an exact multi-objective method limited by time and a matheuristic recently proposed in the literature and adapted here to address the studied problem. In addition, computational results on a case study are presented and analyzed, and demonstrate the outstanding performance of AugMathLagr.
Introduction
The change in mentality of organizations to go beyond profit maximization and consider the long-term economic success by taking into account social and environmental responsibilities has raised the interest of researchers in the subject of Sustainable Supply Chain (SSC) management [38, 15, 2] . In particular, multiobjective SSC management models have relied on the integration of social, environmental and economic issues -the so-called triple bottom line -to explicitly define the long-term planning of sustainable companies [8] .
Multi-objective optimization plays an important role in approaching SSC management since a compromise among conflicting goals related to profit, environment and social issues can be reached.
A measure commonly used as an economic criterion in SSC management optimization models is the Net Present Value (NPV) [10] . There is a plethora of measures [1] to quantitatively assess the environmental impacts related to, for example, greenhouse gas emissions, pollution and resource usage. Additionally, there exist some methods specifically designed to quantify these impacts such as Eco-Indicator 99 [20] and ReCiPe 2008 [19] , which are based on the Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) methodology.
In spite of the relevance of the social impacts in the SSC management, only a few models in the literature optimize this indicator along with environmental and economic indicators, e.g. in [34, 4, 7, 35, 40] . Eskandarpour et al. [15] discuss various indicators to assess social responsibilities, most of which related to human rights and social justice laws. In particular, the authors suggest metrics that encourage the creation of job vacancies [34, 4, 35] , employment stability [4] and working conditions. Recently, Mota et al. [34] introduced the social benefit indicator whose calculation relies on the total number of jobs created in each location across the supply chain. This indicator weighs preferably the creation of entities in less developed countries. Mota et al. [35] have optimized this social indicator in the multi-objective SSC management problem under investigation. In addition to optimizing the social benefit indicator, the SSC management problem introduced in [35] aims at maximizing the NPV and minimizing the environmental impacts quantified by ReCiPe 2008.
The problem in question models a generic SSC management problem that manufactures multiple products in a planning horizon composed of multiple periods. The appeal of the model lies on its applicability to a wide variety of industries, since it integrates a number of strategic and tactical decisions related to, for example, the use of technologies to manufacture and refurbish products and the shipment of items through different transport modes, among others. The authors solved mono-objective problems to minimize the economic, i.e., the NPV, and environmental objective functions and to maximize the social objective function. Moreover they have also considered two scenarios to maximize the social objective function with additional constraints that require the NPV value to be at least 85% and 95% of the value found when optimizing the mono-objective problem that maximizes the economic objective function. The computational difficulty to solve the resulting problem was the main reason why the authors did not consider the three objective functions simultaneously when optimizing the problems in the case studies.
In this context, the primary contributions of this paper are:
• The development of an efficient Lagrangian matheuristic for SSC management problems, here called AugMathLagr, to tackle the SSC problem proposed in [35] .
• The adaptation of the AugMathFix matheuristic introduced in [40] to the SSC management problem put forward in [35] .
• A test bed of artificial instances and an instance generator loosely based on the study of real data.
The present paper also reports the computational experience with AugMathLagr on a case study and a set of medium-sized randomly generated instances. Results from of AugMathLagr were compared with results obtained with the Augmented -Constraint method (AUGMECON2) [33] , which is an enhancement of AUGMECON [32] , and with the adapted AugMathFix. The comparison involved evaluating the solution quality and time-to-solution. The proposed matheuristic achieved very good results in significantly lesser computational times than AUGMECON2 and AugMathFix.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related methods for solving multi-objective SSC management problems; Section 3 presents the SSC model to which we propose a Lagrangian heuristic; Section 4 describes the proposed multi-objective matheuristic, AugMathLagr and briefly discusses the adapted AugMathFix ; Section 5 thoroughly explains the random instance generator; Section 6 presents the computational experiments and Section 7 sums up the paper drawing some conclusions and suggesting future works.
Related Works
A vast body of literature on SSC management multi-objective solution methods is based on scenario analysis, the -Constraint or weighting aggregation methods and heuristics. To approach a multi-objective minimization problem, the -Constraint method [31, 23] optimizes one of its objective functions and adds constraints to assign upper bounds for the other objective functions. Among the strategies based on the -Constraint method, we can cite the multi-parametric method proposed by Hugo and Pistikopoulos [27] , the two-phase method by Neto et al. [36] , the decomposition methods by Guillén-Gosálbez et al. [22] and Gao and You [18] . In particular, Mavrotas [32] introduced the Augmented -Constraint method (AUGMECON)
that solves a sequence of mono-objective problems. Later, Mavrotas and Florios [33] proposed AUGMECON2
as an improved version of AUGMECON. Examples of works that employ AUGMECON to approach multiobjective SSC management problems are found in [34, 7] .
Regarding heuristic methods, it is worth noting that a significant amount of studies focuses on evolutionary population-based algorithms, among which we can cite the adaptation of the classical Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm (NSGAII) [11] proposed by Dehghanian and Mansour [12] , the genetic algorithm by Soleimani et al. [39] , the memetic multi-objective algorithm by Jamshidi et al. [29] and the evolutionary algorithms hybridized with the Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS) metaheuristic proposed by Devika et al.
[ 13] and Zhalechian et al. [42] .
In the literature, one can find a number of multi-objective optimization algorithms for SSC management problems that are not population-based as, for example, those based on hybridizations with the VNS [16, 21] , Simulated Annealing [9] and AUGMECON2 with a local search method [40] . Tautenhain et al. [40] , in particular, introduced a multi-objective matheuristic that combines AUGMECON2 with a model-based heuristic that iteratively solves SSC management problems with the strategic constraints relaxed. In this case, for the method to find a feasible solution to the original problem in a reduced computational time, the variables related to the tactical decisions are fixed at the values of the solution of the relaxed problem.
Moreover, at each iteration a local search strategy is applied to the feasible solutions to enhance the quality of the solutions found.
Heidari-Fathian and Pasandideh [25] and Yousefi-Babadi et al. [41] , on the other hand, studied the Lagrangian decomposition of multi-objective supply chain problems, which is more related to the multiobjective matheuristic introduced here. Heidari-Fathian and Pasandideh [25] employed a -Constraint method to transform the multi-objective SSC management problem into a mono-objective problem. In order to define the constraints to be relaxed in the mono-objective problem, Heidari-Fathian and Pasandideh [25] chose the pair that resulted in the lowest computational running times when removed from the original problem. In the introduced mathematical formulation, Yousefi-Babadi et al. [41] did not consider environmental issues in any of the objective functions, however, they included recycling centers. The authors employed a weighting strategy to aggregate the objective functions into a mono-objective function and then relaxed the most complex constraints of the problem to then solve it using an optimization solver.
Lagrangian-based heuristics are extensively studied to approach mono-objective supply chain problems [17, 30, 14, 43, 37] . Eskigun et al. [17] reduced the original capacitated network design problem into simpler and independent subproblems to approach the design of vehicle distribution centers of several instances constructed from industrial data by a Lagrangian heuristic. In the Lagrangian heuristic proposed by Lidestam and Rönnqvist [30] , the authors decomposed the supply chain planning problem into two different subproblems associated with different stages of cellulose production. Elhedhli and Merrick [14] studied a supply chain network design problem that aims to minimize environmental costs due to carbon dioxide emissions. The authors employed a Langragian relaxation by decomposing the original problem according to entity types and warehouse site. Zhang et al. [43] studied a supply chain problem in which the flow between suppliers, factories and customers required a distribution center. The authors relaxed the constraints which ensured that each customer and supplier was assigned to only one distribution center in the Lagrangian heuristic they suggested. Rafie-Majd et al. [37] studied a supply chain of perishable products that takes into consideration fuel consumption and product wastage. The Lagrangian heuristic presented by the authors considers the relaxation of the vehicle capacity constraints, a nonlinear constraint and a constraint related to the allocation of distribution centers to customers.
As an extensive review is out of the scope of this paper, we refer to Eskandarpour et al. [15] for further details on solution methods to SSC management problems. The next section describes the SSC management problem, the focus of this paper.
Problem description
The studied (SSC) is composed of suppliers, factories, warehouses, customers, airports and seaports, and is tailored to support multi-period planning. Moreover, there are three types of items in the SSC: raw materials, final products and recovered products. Factories employ production technologies to manufacture final products from a bill of raw materials and may also use remanufacturing technologies to reuse products. The problem allows the storage of final products sent from factories to warehouses. Factories and warehouses can ship final products to meet customer demands, indicated by the arc linking these entities. Customers return recovered products to factories and warehouses after the end of their lifetime. Warehouses can then return the recovered products to the factories.
Land transportation is responsible for transporting raw materials from suppliers to factories. The possible transportation modes between factories, warehouses and customers are by land, air or sea. Trucks carry items from and to entities through land transportation, whereas air and sea transportation are only allowed from/to airports or seaport hubs.
The goals of the studied SSC management are related to the triple bottom line: (i) the maximization of NPV as the economic function; (ii) the minimization of the environmental impact evaluated by ReCiPe 2008 as the environmental function; and (iii) the maximization of the social benefit indicator as the social function.
The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) [5] was used to assess the country's industrial base development since it is a widely accepted index to measure the economic activity of a nation.
In the studied SSC, the set of periods is given by T = {1, 2, . . . , |T |} and the set of entities by I = I sup ∪ I f ∪ I w ∪ I c ∪ I air ∪ I port , where I sup , I f , I w , I c , I air and I port are, respectively, the sets of suppliers, factories, warehouses, customers, airports and seaports. The set of items is given by
where M rm , M f p and M rp are the sets of raw materials, final products and recovered products, respectively.
The set of transportation modes is given by A = A truck ∪ A plane ∪ A boat , where A truck , A plane and A boat are the set of trucks, airplanes and ships, respectively. The technologies set is given by
where G prod and G rem are, respectively, the production and the remanufacting tecnologies sets. Moreover, consider H prod = {(m, g) such that m ∈ M f p can be manufactured using technology g ∈ G prod } and H rem = {(m, g) such that m ∈ M f p can be remanufactured using technology g ∈ G rem }.
The decisions associated with the management of the studied SSC relate to the amount of raw materials acquired from each supplier; the opening of factories and warehouses and their capacities; production and remanufacturing technologies assigned to factories and recycling centers, respectively; production and remanufacturing levels in factories; storage levels in warehouses; and shipment of items between entities using different transportation modes. Table 1 presents a complete list of decision variables.
The following section presents the multi-objective formulation of the SSC management problem studied in [35] .
Multi-objective formulation
Let n , n , b and b be natural numbers that define the dimension of the following decision variables:
, 1} b → R as the economic, environmental and social functions of the problem, respectively. The economic function (f eco ) and social function (f soc ) must be maximized to achieve the best values of NPV and of the social benefit indicator, respectively. Thereby, without loss of generality, we define f eco = −f eco , f env = f env and f soc = −f soc to describe the multi-objective minimization problem (1)- (4) . Variable Description Continuous decision variables S mit Amount of product m stocked in entity i in time period t ∈ T .
X maijt
Amount of item m ∈ M transported from entity i to entity j by transportation mode a in time period t ∈ T .
P mgit Amount of product m ∈ M produced by technology g ∈ G prod in factory i in time period t ∈ T . R mgit Amount of product m remanufactured by technology g ∈ G rem in factory i in time period t ∈ T . Y C i Capacity of entity i. Y CT it Effective use of capacity in entity i in time period t ∈ T . K ait Upper bound to the number of transportation modes a from entity i to another in time period t ∈ T .
Integer decision variables K ai
Number of transportation modes a ∈ A used to transport products from entity i. Q aijt Number of trips from entity i to j by transportation mode a in time period t ∈ T .
Binary decision variables Y i value 1 indicates that entity i is installed and 0, otherwise.
Z gmi value 1 indicates that the technology g is selected to produce product m in factory i and 0, otherwise.
where p and q are natural numbers, A ∈ R p×n and E ∈ R q×n are parameters associated with the real variables; A ∈ R p×n and E ∈ R q×n are parameters associated with the integer variables; β ∈ R p×b and β ∈ R p×b are parameters associated with the binary variables Y and Z of the problem, respectively;
A u+A v ≤ β w +β w are the constraints associated with the binary variables; and E u+E v ≤ d, d ∈ R q , are the remaining constraints.
To fully understand the proposed method, we show the constraints A u + A v ≤ β w + β w in (5)- (23) .
Let sc max mi and sc min mi be, respectively, the maximum and minimum amounts of raw material m provided by supplier i. Constraints (5) and (6) ensure that the amount of raw materials acquired by the factories from the selected suppliers are within the interval [sc min mi , sc max mi ].
Constraints (7) and (8) define, respectively, ec max i as the maximum in-and out-flow of products between a pair of installed entities i, j ∈ I.
m∈M,a∈A,j∈I
Let ic max mi and ic min mi be, respectively, the maximum and the minimum amounts of product m in storage in factory or warehouse i. Constraints (9) and (10) ensure that the amount of final products m stored at installed factory or warehouse i is within the interval [ic min mi , ic max mi ].
Constraints (11) and (12) 
Constraints (13) and (14) guarantee that only entities selected to be installed can receive or send items.
m∈M,a∈A,i∈I,t∈T
Constraints (15) and (16) guarantee that if the number of trips to transport items from/to an entity is higher than 0, the entity must be installed.
Constraints (17) restrict the purchase of trucks a ∈ A truck only at installed entities i ∈ I.
Let pc max g and pc min g be, respectively, the maximum and minimum amounts of products that technology g ∈ G can produce. For each factory i and time period t, constraints (18) and (19) ensure that the production levels of the final product m using technology g, ∀(m, g) ∈ H prod , are within the interval [pc min g , pc max g ]. Analogously, constraints (20) and (21) ensure that the remanufacturing levels of technology g are within the
Constraints (22) and (23) define that production or remanufacturing technologies can only be selected in installed factories.
We refer to [35] for details about the functions f eco , f env and f soc and remaining constraints E u+E v ≤ d, which are related to the tactical planning.
The following section discusses the solution methods proposed in this paper.
Proposed method
This section describes the proposed Lagrangian matheuristic -called AugMathLagr -to approach the multi-objective SSCM problem discussed in the previous section.
AugMathLagr heuristically solves the multi-objective SSCM problem by following the same core strategy as the Augmented -Constraint Method (AUGMECON2) [33] . AugMathLagr introduces the Lagrangianbased heuristic for solving mono-objective problems as an innovation in relation to AUGMECON2.
Mavrotas and Florios [33] proposed AUGMECON2 as an improvement of the -Constraint method. Its aim is to identify the Pareto set of a multi-objective problem by systematically solving a sequence of monoobjective problems ( -Constrained problems). In line with this, the multi-objective problem (1)- (4) can be approached by AUGMECON2 through the solution of the mono-objective problem (24)- (30), referred here to as MOP.
where l env and l soc are the slack variables of the -Constraints (27) and (28); env and soc are scalar values defined as thresholds of f env and f soc , respectively; r env and r soc are positive scalars which are the absolute value of the difference between the best and worst possible values of the functions f env and f soc , respectively;
and eps ∈ R + is a small value to promote alternative optimal solutions for f eco with the best possible values of f env and f soc . The coefficients 1 and 0.1 on the objective function mean that f env must be prioritized over f soc . Their values were defined according to Mavrotas and Florios [33] .
To define the values of env and soc , AUGMECON2 creates a grid of evenly distributed points in the Cartesian plane limited by the best and worst possible values for f env and f soc . The Pareto frontier approximation is composed of the solutions of the MOP considering pre-defined values of env and soc .
Let us consider AUGMECON2 to solve the MOP. As AUGMECON2 is an iterative strategy, an upper index is used on the functions and variables of the MOP to indicate the solutions of a given iteration.
Moreover, to assign values to soc considering an imposed number of points of the grid, the step value of soc is defined and referred to as step soc . In the first iteration, iteration 0, an initial value for soc must be considered, here denoted by
soc , which can be, for example, the nadir point of f soc . According to constraints (24) 
soc − f soc (u, v, w , w ). Then, to update soc , i.e., to define (1) soc , (0) soc is decremented by an scalar step soc and in the next iteration, the values are updated according to:
soc − step soc , i.e., f soc (u, v, w , w ) + l soc = soc , that is the same problem solved in the current iteration. Therefore, to avoid solving redundant problems, it is necessary to choose a step size whose l soc < step soc holds. AUGMECON2 does that by selecting the step size where lsoc stepsoc . Mavrotas [32] observed that if a problem is infeasible for a given value of soc , for smaller values of soc , it will also be infeasible. Therefore, in this case, AUGMECON2 halts at decrementing soc to avoid solving unnecessary problems. This mechanism enables AUGMECON2 to investigate a lower number of problems than an enumerative -Constraint method.
In the next section, we thoroughly explain the MathLagr matheuristic, which is the Lagrangian heuristic to solve mono-objective problems in AugMathLagr. MathLagr solves the Lagrangian mono-objective problems P RL defined by Equations (31)- (37) .
The resulting problem is nonlinear. In order to approach it numerically using mixed integer program methods, MathLagr employs the subgradient method [26] . This iterative method assigns, in its first iteration, initial values to the Lagrange multipliers, which are usually null values. Then, at each iteration it relies on the resulting best lower bounds found along the iterations and on estimated upper bounds, possibly from heuristics incorporated in the method, to update the Lagrange multipliers in an attempt to refine them. In Input : Maximum number of iterations, kM ax, step size st, an initial value for the Lagrange multipliers, λ (0) Output: Best feasible solution x best 1 for k = 0 to k = kM ax and U B = LB do
Algorithm 1 uses the following as input: (i) the maximum number of iterations of the method, kM ax;
(ii) the step size to adjust the Lagrange multipliers at each iteration, st; and (iii) an initial value for the Lagrange multipliers, λ (0) . Then, CPLEX [28] is employed to solve the Lagrangian problem P RL with the integer variables relaxed at iteration 0,
F is created. It is the MOP with the real variables X maijt , m ∈ M, a ∈ A, i, j ∈ I, t ∈ T , which are null in the relaxed solution of the iteration k, i.e
RL , fixed at zero. In line 5, CPLEX returns a solution for P (k) F and a feasible solution to the MOP, i.e., x k f . In line 6, the algorithm updates the upper bound (U B) with the best economic objective function value of a solution encountered up to that iteration. In line 7, x best is updated if the value of its economic objective function is better than U B. In the first iteration, U B is exactly the value of f eco (x 
Multi-objective matheuristic
Algorithm 2 presents a pseudocode of the AugMathLagr solution method that creates a sequence of mono-objective problems using the multi-objective method AUGMECON2. This algorithm has as input the maximum number of iterations of the Lagrangian heuristic, kM ax, the step size of the subgradient method, st, the initial value of the Lagrange multipliers, λ (0) , and the number of points of the grid, dg.
Mavrotas [32] suggests the use of lexicographic optimization for estimating the lower and upper bounds of each objective function. However, this approach is computationally expensive. Therefore, due to the complexity of the studied model, to define these bounds in line 1 of Algorithm 2, each objective function is individually optimized by applying the Lagrangian heuristic described in Algorithm 1 to the problems
), s.t. : Constraints (32), (33) and ( P, is updated with x f . In lines 13 and 14, the algorithm avoids solving redundant problems by checking the ratio between the slack variable of the social constraint and the step size. Otherwise, if x f is infeasible, it means that further decreasing soc will only result in infeasible problems. Therefore, the algorithm sets gr soc = dg in line 15, preventing the method from solving these problems and making it proceed to the next value of env .
Algorithm 2: AugMathLagr. Input : maximum number of iterations, kM ax, the step size st, an initial value for the Lagrange multipliers, λ (0) , the number of grid points dg Output: Pareto frontier approximation P 1 Estimate the lower bounds f L i and the upper bounds f U i , i ∈ {eco, env, soc} for the objective functions 2 Identify ranges r j = f U j − f L j , j ∈ {env, soc} of the environmental and social objective functions, respectively (24)- (30) In line 20, the dominated solutions are deleted from P and the updated Pareto frontier approximation P is returned.
In addition to introducing AugMathLagr, we have also adapted the multi-objective matheuristic AugMathFix [40] to find solutions to the target SSC management problem. Next section briefly explains this adaptation.
Adaptation of AugM athF ix
To better evaluate the proposed matheuristic, AugMathLagr , we compare its performance with an AUGMECON2-based matheuristic recently proposed to approach an SSC problem, the AugMathFix. As the SSC problem is different from the one studied in this paper, we had to adapt such matheuristic, the AugMathLagr , to the target SSC management problem. The adapted AugMathFix selects the same constraints to be relaxed as AugMathLagr. To find feasible solutions to relaxed problems, in addition to fixing the binary variables at value 1, as proposed by Tautenhain et al. [40] , we introduce a procedure to estimate feasible lower bounds for the integer variables related to the transportation through entities using trucks.
Details about the implementation of AugMathFix to the supply chain studied in this paper are presented in Supplementary Material. The mono-objective heuristic in AugMathFix is called MathFix, and is also adapted in this paper. It is described in the Supplementary Material.
Next section describes the instance generator introduced in this paper.
Instance Generator
This section describes at length the introduced instance generator. The optimization models found in the literature for sustainable supply chains are usually problem-specific [2] . As a consequence, defining a generic instance generator is not an easy task since it should incorporate several traits from this diverse range of characteristics. In this context, this paper introduces a methodology to generate random instances to target the SSC formulation proposed in [35] .
In order to define the ranges of the parameters, the data distribution, and so forth, we relied on real data, in particular, from two case studies [34, 35] . One of the case studies [35] is discussed in Section 6.2. The generator estimates the maximum capacities according to the demand of the SSC customers. The minimum capacities are always estimated as a fraction of the maximum capacities.
The following sections present the guidelines for estimating the data parameters of the uniform random variables. Table 2 reports the parameters related to demand, bills and items. The demand of the first period of the planning horizon is defined as a random variable drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval [lbdc, ubdc], where lbdc and ubdc are scalars such that lbdc < ubdc. In each subsequent period, the demand of a customer i for a given final product m increases by 100vart%, where vart ∈ [0, 1]. The supplementary material presents suggestions to define all the input values required by the instance generator.
Demands and specification of items
Let lbBOM prod , ubBOM prod , lbBOM rem and ubBOM rem be scalars such that lbBOM prod < ubBOM prod and lbBOM rem < ubBOM rem . The bill of raw materials m ∈ M rm required to manufacture product n ∈ M f p using technology g ∈ G prod is chosen with constant probability in the interval [lbBOM prod , ubBOM prod ]. The bill of recovery products m ∈ M rp to remanufacture a final product n ∈ M f p follows a uniform distribution which falls within the interval [lbBOM rem , ubBOM rem ]. The weight (pw m ) and necessary area per unit (apu m ) of raw material m are defined by random variables Xpwrm and Xapurm drawn from uniform distributions in the intervals [lbpw, ubpw] and [lbapu, ubapu], respectively. The values of pw m and apu m of a final product m are the average values of, respectively, pw n and apu n of raw materials n required to manufacture m. The remanufacturing bill must require several recovery products to refurbish a new final product. Therefore, the values of pw m and apu m for a recovered product m are the sums of, respectively, pw n and apu n of final products n in the bill to remanufacture m.
The return rate depends on the type of industry and is a value randomly chosen between 0 and an input upper bound ubret. In the case study of the electrical industry, for example, the return rate is approximately 15%. The number of workers required to manage a technology g is defined as the operating cost of g (opc g ) multiplied by a scalar f racwg.
Maximum and minimum capacities of entities
In an attempt to avoid an empty solution space when generating artificial instances and when estimating the installation area of entities, customer demands are taken into account. In line with this, Table 3 presents the parameters related to the capacity of the entities.
The higher the demands, the larger the inventory of products, production, acquisition of raw materials, and return of used products in the reverse flow must be. The storage capacity for a product m in a given 
Parameter Value Variables
Demand of customer i ∈ I c for product
Bill of materials m ∈ M rm to produce a product n ∈ M f p using technology
Bill of recovery products m ∈ M rp to remanufacture a final product
Weight of a raw material, final product or recovery product
Return rate of a recovery product
Number of workers required by technology g ∈ G w g = f racwg opc g f racwg ∈ R ≥0 entity i (ic max mi ) can be estimated as a fraction icf rac max of the maximum total demand for the product ( j∈Ic dmd mjt ) for each period t ∈ T in the planning horizon. A random variable with uniform distribution which lies between 0 and j∈Ic dmd mjt is summed to the storage capacity estimation of each period. The minimum stock level of a product m (ic min mi ) is defined as a fraction icf rac min of the maximum inventory capacity.
The maximum technology capacities are estimated by the amount of final products that must be produced in the factories to meet the customer demands. Let us suppose the production is evenly distributed among the factories. In this case, the capacity of a technology g to produce final products m (pc max g ) can be estimated
. Since the production shall not necessarily be evenly distributed among the factories, we subtract 10% from this estimation for each factory and period in the planning horizon and multiply the resulting value by a random variable with a uniform distribution between 1 and 2. The capacity of a technology g is the maximum estimation over all final products in the planning horizon. The minimum use required by a technology g (pc min g
) is a fraction lbpc min of the maximum technology capacity. The minimum and maximum installation area of factories and warehouses are selected randomly from uniform distributions in pre-defined intervals.
Each supplier is allowed to provide 2 |Ip| of the total amount of raw material necessary to produce the maximum quantity of final products due to the technology capacities. The minimum order of a raw material m ∈ M rm from a supplier i ∈ I p (sc min mi ) is drawn from a uniform distribution whose range depends on scalars lbsc, ubsc and pc max g . The distances between the entities have uniform distribution that falls in the interval [lbdist, ubdist] , where lbdist and ubdist are scalars such that lbdist < ubdist. 
Storage capacity of a product m ∈M f p in entity
Maximum capacity of a technology g ∈ G pc
Minimum use required by a technology g ∈ G pc
Maximum installation area of entity
Maximum amount of a raw material m ∈ M rm that can be supplied by the supplier i ∈ I p
|Ip| Minimum order of a raw material m ∈ M rm from a supplier i ∈ I p sc
Distance between two entities i and j (km)
5.3. Parameters related to the objective functions.
In Table 4 , one may observe the possible values of the parameters related to the costs associated with the production, operation and inventory of items. The cost of installing a technology g (tec g ) is randomly defined with constant probability in an interval that depends on scalar multipliers lbtech and ubtech and on the maximum technology capacity, pc max g . The inventory price of a final product m is defined by the weight of m plus a given scalar scf rac. The cost to recover a product m considers the bill (BOM rem nm ), the price of the resulting final products (psu n ) and a random variable drawn from a uniform distribution ranging between two scalars lbrpc and ubrpc. Since the cost to recover a product must be substantially smaller than its selling cost, we suggest ubrpc to be 0.5 at most. The average fuel consumption is randomly selected between 14 and 18 liters per 100km. This interval was chosen in accordance with the case studied by Mota et al. [35] . Table 5 shows the parameters related to social and labor aspects of the supply chain. The construction cost of an entity i, sqmc i , is randomly drawn from a uniform distribution whose ranges depend on the average labour cost of the area where the entity is located (lc i ) and the maximum installation area of the entity The operating cost of a technology g ∈ G (e)
Selling price of a final product
Inventory price of a final product m ∈ M f p (e) sc m = scf rac + pw m scf rac ∈ R ≥0
Cost of recovery product m ∈ M rp (e)
Average vehicle fuel consumption of a ∈ A truck (l per 100km)
(ec max i ). The lower bound for the distribution is half the value of lc i ec max i whereas the upper bound also depend on scalars ubsqmc and sqmcf ac. The average labor cost, GDP and unemployment indexes strongly depend on the area where the entity is located. In the case study used to base these parameters on, the authors set them according to the development of the country wherein the entity is installed.
The environmental impacts due to the installation of entities, production and remanufacturing of products, and transportation depend on the analysis of the life cycle assessment of the product. Table 6 presents guidelines for generating these parameters. The lower and upper bound values of the uniform distribution intervals from which we base the values on were proposed by Mota et al. [35] .
In the next section, we illustrate a small case study created by the instance generator introduced in this paper.
Illustrative example
This section presents a small example to illustrate how the instance generator works. In this example, the SSC has one supplier, one factory, two warehouses, two customers, two airports and two seaports. Moreover, it produces only one final product using two types of raw materials. The example also considers three production and remanufacturing technologies. In our example, we refer to the production technologies as g 0 , g 1 and g 2 and to the remanufacturing technologies as g 3 , g 4 and g 5 . The transportation modes are trucks, airplanes and boats; and there are two types of trucks to perform land transportation, each of them specified by k 0 and k 1 . Table 7 shows the results (time to solutions and upper bounds) achieved by the Lagrangian matheuristic whose pseudocode is in Algorithm 1 MathLagr when optimizing each objective function of the MOP individually. CPLEX [28] was the tool that solved the Lagrangian relaxed problems with a stopping criterion of 1% of optimality gap. The first column of Table 7 identifies the optimized function. The third, fourth and fifth columns report, respectively, the values of the economic, environmental and social functions of the Minimum number of workers in entity i ∈ I f ∪ I w
Minimum number of workers per square meter in entity i ∈ I f ∪ I w 
Parameter Value
Entity installation environmental impact according to category c ∈ C (per m
Production environmental impact of manufacturing m ∈ M f p using technology g ∈ G according to category c ∈ C (per product)
Impact of the transportation mode a ∈ A according to the category c ∈ C (per kg)
heuristic solution to the mono-objective problem whose objective function is that indicated in the first column. Observe that f eco and f soc are the original economic and social functions to be maximized and f env is the environmental function to be minimized. supplier, the factory, the first warehouse, the second warehouse, the first customer, the second customer, the first airport, the second airport, the first seaport and the second seaport.
Moreover, to identify these entities in the indices of the variables, we assign integer numbers to them.
Entity S corresponds to index 0, F to 1, and so on until Sea 2 , which is identified by index 9 in the variables.
For the same reason, technologies g 0 , g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 and g 5 are assigned to sequential indices 0 to 5 and trucks k 0 and k 1 to indices 0 and 1. The labels on the arcs correspond to the decision variables, according to Truck k 1 is selected for land transportation in all the solutions. In particular, overall, truck k 1 has a lower price and environmental impact than truck k 0 . In the environmental optimization solution, apart from land transportation, only airports are selected due to the lower environmental impact they cause. In the economic optimization solution, seaports are responsible for delivering products to customer C 2 whereas airports are employed to return used products to the factories. In the solution that optimizes the social function, in contrast, the stock in warehouse W 2 at the end of the second time period is used to meet the demand by customer C 2 on the third and last time period. The three solutions employ the manufacturing and remanufacturing technologies g 0 and g 4 , respectively.
The remanufacturing levels at factories are equal in both the economic and environmental solutions, suggesting that the reverse logistics can improve both functions.
Next section presents the computational experiments carried out with a real case study and artificially generated instances.
Computational Experiments
In this section we shall discuss two experiments carried out using a case study and artificial instances drawn from the instance generator presented in this paper. The results obtained by the proposed matheuristic, AugMathLagr , are contrasted with two multi-objective methods found in the literature: AUGMECON2 and an adaptation of AugMathFix. Note that we refer to the heuristics employed in AugMathLagr and in AugMathFix to solve mono-objective problems by, respectively, MathLagr and MathFix . A maximum time limit of 7200s was imposed for CPLEX to solve each mono-objective problem, MOP. The first experiment concerns the case study presented by Mota et al. [35] . The second presents an analysis of the computational results achieved by the methods for a set of benchmark instances.
The number of grid points were set at 10 for all the methods. The AugMathLagr parameters were: kM ax = 10; λ (0) = 0; and st = 1 × 10 −6 , st = 1 × 10 −10 and st = 1 × 10 −2 when optimizing the economic, environmental and social functions, respectively. All experiments were performed on a computer with an Intel Xeon E5-2680v2 2.8 GHz processor and 128 GB of main memory. CPLEX was limited to use only 15GB of memory in all the experiments. Moreover, CPLEX is limited to use 8 threads in both experiments.
Before detailing the results of the experiments , we shall describe the measures used to evaluate the multi-objective optimization methods.
Measures of Assessment
GAP , a measure of proximity, was used to evaluate the quality of solutions with respect to their optimal value. GAP quantifies how close a solution S is from another S * , considering an objective function f i , i ∈ {eco, env, soc}, as indicated in Equation (38) .
The stopping criterion for CPLEX was when it reached a solution whose GAP between the upper and lower bounds was less than or equal to 1%. The remaining parameters were set as the default of the solver.
To better assess the results achieved by MathLagr, similar to Tautenhain et al. [40] , we used a set of multiobjective metrics to evaluate the quality of the Pareto frontiers obtained by the methods. They were: the
R2 Indicator and two variations of the Mean Ideal Distance (MID) and Spread of Non-Dominated Solutions (SNS).
The R2 Indicator [24] checks the quality of a Pareto frontier approximation, P A , by comparing it with a representative set of Pareto frontier, P Z , as shown by Equation (39) . In the experiments reported in this paper, P Z was estimated by AUGMECON2.
where U is the set of utility functions. A utility function µ ∈ U , µ : R 3 → R, maps a solution of the multiobjective problem to a scalar value. Lower values of I R2 (P A , U ) indicate better approximations. Negative values of the R2 Indicator express that solutions from P A are closer to the Ideal point than solutions from P Z . Let the Ideal point be defined by f I = {f * eco , f * env , f * soc }, such that f * i is the optimal value of the problem that optimizes objective function f i , i ∈ {eco, env, soc}.
Hansen and Jaszkiewicz [24] suggest using the Weighted Sum and weighted Tchebycheff utility functions.
The Weighted Sum function only takes into account points inside the convex hull of a feasible region and therefore is unsuitable for cases where the solution space is not convex. Thereby, Brockhoff et al. [6] suggest using the weighted Tchebycheff function, formulated as presented in Equation (40) . u γ (S) = max i∈{eco,env,soc}
where γ ∈ Γ, Γ = (γ eco , γ env , γ soc ), is a weight vector.
For ease of notation, we refer to I R2 (P A ) as I R2 (P A , U ), with U representing the Tchebycheff utility function.
The Mean Ideal Distance (MID) and Spread of Non-Dominated Solutions (SNS) [3] calculate, respectively, the mean and the standard deviation of the distance between the solutions of an approximation of the Pareto frontier, P A , and the Ideal point. Due to the different scales of the objective function values, Tautenhain et al. [40] employed the adaptation of these measures to calculate the multidimensional GAP instead of the distance between the solutions. The multidimensional GAP is presented in Equation (41) .
Equations (42) and (43) present the adapted aM ID and aSN S metrics for P A .
aM ID(P
Lower values of aM ID(P A ) and aSN S(P A ) indicate better solutions in P A .
Experiment I: case study
In the first experiment, a case study of an electronics company is investigated (see the supplementary material or [35] for additional details on this case study). Table 8 only shows details regarding entities in this case study -location, GDP index, cost related to construction labor -in order to contrast such information with the results obtained by the methods. The first, second, third and fourth columns respectively indicate the entities, their labels, geographical locations and regions. The fifth, sixth and seventh columns respectively report the values of 1 GDP , where GDP stands for GDP index, and construction and labor costs of entities.
The supply chain entities are located in several countries in Europe and Brazil. The company has its factory F 1 and warehouse W 1 installed in Verona. Since the suppliers and factories are located in Europe, the company must use either air or sea transportation to carry the final products to Brazil.
The company produces only two types of final products from four different raw materials. The returned final products are modeled as recovered products. There are also four technologies available for factories to manufacture products from raw materials and two technologies for recovering used products into final products. we minimize f eco = −f eco and f soc = f soc , which are equivalent to maximizing f eco and f soc . To calculate the GAP s, we assume the solutions achieved by the exact method to be the optimal ones. Moreover, the rows identified by "Speed up" report the ratio of the exact method execution time and the matheuristics execution time. All the methods estimate the ideal and nadir points using, respectively, the best and worst values of each objective solution. MathLagr is approximately 2.746, 4.055 and 12.180 times faster than the exact method for optimizing the economic, environmental and social objective functions, respectively. Despite being slower than MathLagr, MathFix was still 1.676, 0.486 and 1.187 times faster than the exact method for optimizing the economic, environmental and social objective functions, respectively. We highlight that the adaptation of MathFix to set lower bound constraints related to transportation allowed this method to perform well to solve the target SSC management problem which, different from the model introduced by Tautenhain et al. [40] , has a large number of integer variables in addition to the binary variables.
MathLagr and MathFix obtained solutions whose GAP s to the solutions obtained by the exact method were lower than 0.003384% and 0.004312%, respectively. Even though both MathLagr and MathFix output solutions are very close to those found by the exact method, MathLagr , in particular, was faster and obtained a smaller GAP concerning the economic function optimization solution. Table 10 shows that the solutions obtained by AugMathLagr and AugMathFix presented lower values of aM ID and aSN S than AUGMECON2. In addition, the R2 indicator of the solutions found by AugMathLagr and AugMathFix were low. These results attest the good quality of the Pareto frontier approximations obtained by the methods when compared to AUGMECON2.
On the one hand, AugMathLagr is the fastest algorithm, taking 17.764 and 3.690 times less than the running time of AUGMECON2 and AugMathFix , respectively, to estimate the Pareto frontier. On the other,
AugMathFix finds more non-dominated solutions than the other methods. Table 11 shows which factories and warehouses are opened in the solutions found by MathLagr, MathFix and the exact method in AUGMECON2 to optimize the economic, environmental and social criteria. Additionally, in this table we point out the entities installed at maximum and minimum capacities. The marks A, L and M indicate, respectively, the exact method, MathLagr, and MathFix. 
It is possible to note in Table 11 , that there is no difference in the selection of entities to be opened at maximum or minimum capacity by MathLagr and the exact method. In the solution obtained by MathFix, on the other hand, warehouses W 2 to W 9 are opened at minimum capacity.
Except for factory F 1 and warehouse W 1 , required by the case study to be opened at a fixed capacity in every solution, all the remaining entities are opened at maximum capacity in the solutions that optimize the environmental and social functions.
In the solutions obtained by MathLagr and MathFix to optimize the objective functions individually air and sea transportation are employed by using the four airports and the two seaports. In the solution obtained by the exact method when maximizing the economic function, apart from the two seaports, only airports Air 2 and Air 3 operate.
Experiment II: artificial instances
In this experiment, we created artificial instances through the introduced instance generator. For this purpose, we considered instances with a predefined number of entities, items and technologies. The instances had 3 suppliers, 3 factories, 3 warehouses, 4 customers, 2 airports and 2 seaports. In particular, 1 warehouse, 1 customer, 1 airport and 1 seaport were located in a continent different from the remaining entities and, therefore, required air or sea transportation so that the flow of items among entities was possible. There were 2 raw materials available to produce a single final product. The number of production and remanufacuring technologies was 3, totalling 6 technologies. The supplementary material presents the values chosen for the parameters discussed in Section 5 to generate such instances.
The generated set consisted of 15 artificial instances, whose primary characteristics are summarized in Table 12 . The first and second columns of this table express, respectively, the names and the number of periods in the planning horizon of the instances. For ease of identification, we included in the name of the instances information regarding the number of periods in the planning horizon and specific patterns for the parameters, as described in the following paragraph.
In the instances prefixed by "TECHC", the technology acquisition costs were the same for all technologies. STD_T3, TECHC_T3, RAWC_T3, SUP_T3, CAP_T3  3  STD_T5, TECHC_T5, RAWC_T5, SUP_T5, CAP_T5  5  STD_T10, TECHC_T10, RAWC_T10, SUP_T10, CAP_T10  10 The manufacturing costs were the same for all the suppliers in the instances prefixed by "RAWC". In the instances prefixed by "SUP", no minimum order was imposed for the suppliers. There was no minimum use of technologies in the instances prefixed by "CAP". The corresponding remaining parameters of the instances prefixed by "STD", "TECHC", "RAWC", "SUP" and "CAP" were generated as described in Section 5.
Let P AU G2 , P M athLagr and P M athF ix be, respectively, the Pareto frontier approximations obtained by AUGMECON2, AugMathLagr and AugMathFix. Figures 6, 7 and 8 present, respectively, the aM ID measure, the aSN S measure and the R2 Indicator for P AU G2 , P M athLagr and P M athF ix . Figure 9 presents the total computational running times for obtaining P AU G2 , P M athLagr and P M athF ix . TECHC_T3  RAWC_T3  SUP_T3  CAP_T3  STD_T5  TECHC_T5  RAWC_T5  SUP_T5  CAP_T5  STD_T10  TECHC_T10  RAWC_T10  SUP_T10  CAP_T10 aMID (%) TECHC_T3  RAWC_T3  SUP_T3  CAP_T3  STD_T5  TECHC_T5  RAWC_T5  SUP_T5  CAP_T5  STD_T10  TECHC_T10  RAWC_T10  SUP_T10  CAP_T10 aSNS (%) Instances Figure 7 : Adapted Spread of Non-Dominated for P M athLagr and PAUG2.
Instances
As can be noted in Figure 6 , the aM ID measures for the solutions of AugMathLagr and AugMathFix are lower than or approximately the same as the solutions achieved by AUGMECON2 for 11 and 15, respectively, out of the 15 instances. Although the aM ID measures of AugMathLagr are unexpectedly high for 1 instance, their overall results indicate that the solutions provided by AugMathLagr present low GAP s in comparison to the Ideal point for most of the instances.
The standard deviations of aM ID, measured by the aSN S measure, for solutions obtained by AugMathFix were consistently close or even lower than those that considered the solutions found by AUGMECON2.
AugMathLagr, on the other hand, obtained considerably larger values for the aSN S measure than those achieved by AUGMECON2 which was significantly high for two instances. AUGMECON2, in particular, presented unexpectedly large aSN S values for instance CAP_T10. TECHC_T3  RAWC_T3  SUP_T3  CAP_T3  STD_T5  TECHC_T5  RAWC_T5  SUP_T5  CAP_T5  STD_T10  TECHC_T10  RAWC_T10  SUP_T10 STD_T3  TECHC_T3  RAWC_T3  SUP_T3  CAP_T3  STD_T5  TECHC_T5  RAWC_T5  SUP_T5  CAP_T5  STD_T10  TECHC_T10  RAWC_T10  SUP_T10 The R2 indicator value for the solutions obtained by AUGMECON2 is null, since we considered P AU G2
as the set of representative solutions for the measure. The maximum distance from a solution obtained by
AugMathLagr and AugMathFix to the Ideal point is close to the maximum distance from a solution found by AUGMECON2 to the Ideal point.
The total computational running times required by AUGMECON2 were at least 27.313 and 6.683 times higher than those required by AugMathLagr and AugMathFix. Concerning the running times, the advantages of AugMathLagr and AugMathFix over AUGMECON2 are even more evident when considering the largest instances with 10 time periods in the planning horizon. AugMathLagr, in particular, is from 1.556 to 69.209 times faster than AugMathFix on instances with 10 time periods in the planning horizon.
The results of this experiment attest the good quality of the Pareto frontier approximations obtained by AugMathLagr . Moreover, the adaptation of AugMathFix presented significantly inferior running times in comparison to AUGMECON2. AugMathLagr, in particular, is even faster than AugMathFix. This enables us to infer that the proposed Lagrangian matheuristic is suitable for solving large instances.
Final remarks
SSC management has recently drawn the attention of industrial and academic sectors to new research developments. Most studies approach SSC management by multi-objective optimization, focusing on the construction of optimization models based on case studies. This approach, however, is commonly very timeconsuming and, even though it belongs to the strategical and tactical levels of planning, to refine, validate and thoroughly study the supply chain, it is necessary to employ efficient solution methods [15] . Perhaps due to the difficulty in solving these problems and because the studies are usually problem-oriented, little effort has been devoted to keeping a benchmark data repository. This paper introduces an artificial instance generator and an efficient Lagrangian matheuristic, here called AugMathLagr, for SSC management multiobjective problems. In particular, AugMathLagr is implemented to the optimization model introduced by Mota et al. [35] . In addition to introducing AugMathLagr, this paper also efficiently adapts the matheuristic AugMathFix proposed by Tautenhain et al. [40] to the target problem by including a procedure to estimate lower bounds to integer variables.
Experiments conducted with a case study found in the literature and with a test bed of artificial instances indicate that in comparison with a classical exact method for multi-objective problems, known as AUGME-CON2, AugMathLagr and AugMathFix are significantly faster. In particular, AugMathLagr is faster than AugMathFix and performs even better when approximating the Pareto frontier in cases where larger instances are considered. We assessed the Pareto frontier approximations using three multi-objective measures to evaluate how close the solutions from the Pareto frontier approximation were from the ideal point. These results indicated that the solutions of the Pareto frontier approximation achieved by AugMathLagr and AugMathFix are closer to the ideal point, in comparison with the solutions from AUGMECON2. In particular, the values of the R2 indicator expressed the high quality of the solutions found by AugMathLagr and AugMathFix.
This paper also contributes with a framework for generating artificial instances. Artificial instances are particularly useful for assessing the performance of optimization models since they allow statistical inferences on a wide variety of numerical scenarios. Due to the specificity of each optimization model, the implementation of the instance generator to other SSC management optimization models is a suggestion for future work.
Another direction for future work regards the proposed matheuristic. The primary goal of such study would be to further improve the quality of the solutions in order to obtain even closer values to the optimum ones achieved by AUGMECON2 using local search procedures.
Supplementary material to the paper "An efficient Lagrangian-based heuristic to solve a multi-objective sustainable supply chain problem"
Adapted AugMathFix
This appendix shows the matheuristic AugMathFix originally introduced in , and which we adapted in this paper to solve the model introduced in . The pseudocode of the adapted method is presented in Algorithm 1.
First, let us present the problem with -Constraints to be solved by the adapted AugMathFix -referred to as MOP in the paper.
The adapted AugMathFix is an iterative AUGMECON2-based matheuristic that solves a sequence of mono-objective problems MOP by a heuristic method known as MathFix. These problems are generated by varying the values of as in AugMathLagr. Therefore, the pseudocode of AugMathFix -Algorithm 1 -is the same as AugMathLagr except for line 10, which corresponds to the solution method to solve the MOP.
MathFix is a heuristic to solve mono-objective problems based on the fixing and re-solving strategy.
Algorithm 2 shows a pseudocode of this heuristic.
The inputs of Algorithm 2 are the original MOP, referred to as P (0) , the maximum number of iterations of the algorithm, IT , and positive real scalars α, β, θ, decα, decβ and decθ such that α + β + θ = 1 and decα + decβ + decθ = 0. More details about these scalars can be found in the paper that first proposed the method. The values employed are the ones suggested in . Therefore, the following parameter values were employed in the experiments described in this paper: IT = 5, α = 0.5, β = 0.5, θ = 0, decα = −0.25, decβ = 0 and decθ = −0.25.
In the first line of Algorithm 2, a relax-and-fix heuristic in MathFix, called Heuristic, is used to solve the initial problem P (0) . The pseudocode of the Heuristic is presented in Algorithm 3 and shall be discussed later. Alike the original M athf ix, a control variable ch dictates the choice for defining the closing of entities. In this adaptation, we consider two alternatives: if the choice is 0, i.e., if value 0 is assigned to ch the option is to close a warehouse; if ch is 1, the option is to close a factory. Moreover,
Input : maximum number of iterations, kM ax, step size st, number of grid points dg Output: Pareto frontier approximation P 1 Estimate the lower bounds f L i and the upper bounds f U i , i ∈ {eco, env, soc} for the objective functions 2 Identify ranges r j = f U j − f L j , j ∈ {env, soc} of the environmental and social objective functions, respectively 3 step j = rj dj , j∈{env, soc} 4 P := ∅ 5 gr env = 0 6 for env = f U env until gr env < dg do At each iteration of MathFix, veco i , venv i and vuse i are defined in lines 6, 7 and 8 as, respectively, the economic cost, the environmental impact and the storage or production related to warehouse or factory i.
In line 7, wwh, wpt and wpsq i are, respectively, the number of weekly working hours, the number of weeks per time period and the minimum number of workers per square meter in entity i ∈ I f ∪ I w . In line 9, if ch = 1, I is defined as the warehouse i whose sum αveco i + βvenv i + θvuse i is the minimum amongst all i ∈ I w . If ch = 1, in line 10, I is defined as the factory i whose value of αveco i + βvenv i + θvuse i is the minimum amongst all i ∈ I f . In line 11, P (it) is obtained by fixing
and S mit = 0 and removing the constraints
. Moreover, if ch = 1, i.e., i is a factory, P mgit = 0, (m, g) ∈ H prod , and R mgit = 0, (m, i) ∈ H rem and the constraints P mgit ≥ pc min g Z gmi , (m, g) ∈ H prod and R mgit ≥ pc min g Z gmi , (m, g) ∈ H rem , t ∈ T are also removed. In line 12, Heuristic is applied to P (it) and its solution is called x
F S is feasible, num ch is incremented in line 14. The best solution achieved up to the current iteration x best is checked for update in line 15. In lines 16 and 17, ch is updated to either 1 or 0, depending on its current value. In case num ch ≥ max ch , the problem and feasible solution of the current iteration are reset to the respective problem and feasible solution of the first iteration. Moreover, max ch is limited by num ch .
In case x (it)
F S is infeasible, α, β and θ are updated in line 23. At the end, Algorithm 2 returns the best solution found over the iterations, x best . Algorithm 3 presents the heuristic to solve an input problem P (it) .
In line 1 of Algorithm 3, the linear relaxation of problem P (it) is assigned to P R (it) . In line 2, the Algorithm 2: MathFix . , maximum number of iterations, IT and positive scalars α, β, θ, decα, decβ and decθ such that α + β + θ = 1 and decα + decβ + decθ = 0 Output: The best feasible solution x 
F S is feasible then
if ch = 0 then ch = 1;
problem is solved using the CPLEX solver. Then, the problem given as input is assigned to P Consider the transportation constraints given by Equations (8) KT ait = j 2d ij Q aijt avs.mhw.wpt , a ∈ A truck , i ∈ I, t ∈ T (8)
a∈A truck ,i∈I
From lines 12 to 23, the values of the variables Q aijt , a ∈ A truck , i, j ∈ I, t ∈ T are inspected to set lower bounds to the related variables K ait and K ai that satisfy Constraint (10) . In line 17, Q
aijt is the value of
Algorithm 3: Heuristic. 
Generator parameters values
This section presents the values of the generator used in the experiments reported here.
• lbdc = 8336.8, ubdc = 34481.28, and vart = 0.1;
• lbBOM prod = 0.015, ubBOM prod = 0.45, lbBOM rem = 4 and ubBOM rem = 5;
• lbpw = 0.1 and ubpw = 0.9;
• lbapu = 0.001 and ubapu = 0.004;
• wbret = 0.15 and f racwg = 10;
• icf rac max = 0.5 and icf rac min = 0.01;
• lbpc min = 0.0005; 3 Illustrative example data Tables 1 to 7 show the data regarding the illustrative example presented in Section 5.4 of the paper. Table 1 presents the parameters of each item. We refer to raw materials as rm 0 and rm 1 , to the final product as f p 0 and to the recovered product as rp 0 . The lifetime of the final product is one period. Table 2 reports the production and remanufaturing technologies. We refer to technologies as G = Table 3 defines the bill of raw materials required by a production technology to produce final products. The amount of recovered products rp 0 required by any remanufacturing technology to obtain the final product f p 0 is 5. Table 4 presents the maximum capacity, the minimum order and the unit cost of the raw materials for each supplier. Table 5 presents the parameters related to the installation and operation of the factories and warehouses. Table 6 details the labour cost and GDP index of each entity. Table 7 describes the transportation specifications for each mode, which we refer to as K = {k 0 , k 1 , k 2 , k 3 }. Tables 9, 10 and 11 show the environmental impacts of installing entities by using, respectively, production and remanufacturing technologies and transportation modes. 4 Case study from This section presents the data employed the case study from . Table 12 presents the parameters of each item. We refer to raw materials as rm 0 , rm 1 , rm 2 and rm 3 , to final products as f p 0 and f p 1 and to recovered products as rp 0 and rp 1 . Table 13 specifies the production and remanufaturing technologies. The production technologies are gp1, gp1alt, gp2 and gp2alt, whereas the remanufacturing technologies are gr1 and gr2. Table 14 defines the bill of raw materials required by a production technology to produce final products.
Technologies gp1 and gp1al can produce f p 0 and gp2 and gp2alt can produce f p 1 . Table 15 defines the amount of recovered products required by a remanufacturing technology to obtain a final product. Table 16 presents the maximum capacity, the minimum order and the unit cost of the raw materials for each supplier. The factory and the warehouse in Verona are already installed with capacities of 20000 m 2 and 5000 m 2 , respectively. Table 17 presents the parameters related to the installation and operation of the remaining factories and warehouses. Only warehouses stock products in this case study. The maximum storage capacity for final products f p 0 and f p 1 are, respectively, 1200000 and 1000000. The minimum inventory levels for f p 0 and f p 1 are, respectively, 12000 and 10000 units. and sea (A boat ). The land transportation mode uses trucks T ruck1 and T ruck2; the air transportation mode uses airplanes Air1, Air2, Air3 and Air4; and the sea transportation uses boats Boat1 and Boat2.
In this table, (*) indicates that the transportation cost per kilogram in truck a ∈ A truck is calculated according to Equation (11). There are three types of investments: investments in entities, technologies and transportation. Their savage values are, respectively, 0.5, 0 and 0. The depreciation rates of the investments at each time period are presented in Table 19 . The analysis of the environmental impact assessed by ReCiPe2008 takes into account all the impact categories, i. Tables 21, 22 and 23 show the environmental impacts of installing entities that use production and remanufacturing technologies and transportation modes, respectively. Table 24 defines the normalization factors for each impact category. 
